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"If You Find a Diamond"
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

p

alutations unto the feet of Su-

preme Father Almighty, All
Honored Lords Sawan and Kirpal,
Who have had mercy on this soul
and have allowed us to sing Their
glory. It is all due to Their grace
that we are sitting here together,
singing Their glory and in Their remembrance.
A hymn by Guru Ramdas Ji, full
of love for the Master, is presented
to you. The banis of the perfect Masters come out from Their pure hearts.
It is a very precious bani. It is worth
more than millions of rupees. Every
single word of the bani of the Master is worth much more than a million rupees, even more than that. We
cannot have any idea how precious
they are. The bani which can change
our lives, which can change our
hearts, the bani which brings the
message of God Almighty to us how can we value that? What estimate can we have about its value?
[At this point in the Satsang, Gurme1 sang one of Sant Ji's new
bhajans - see also page 23.1
This Satsang was given June 12,1995,
in Subachoque, Colombia.
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The world calls Him Sawan. I
am His intoxicated one.
Very happily He gave me the
gift of immortal Kirpcll.
Since I saw Sawan I have hidden Him in my eyes.
I have never forgotten the way
Sawan smiled.
Sawan is beloved. Sawan is
beautiful. Sawan is the owner of my heart.
He was the Radiant Form Who
lives in the eyes.
His style was unique. His glory
was unique. Still I have not
understood.
Every day I cry. Every day I
sing. People call me mad.
White beard, broad forehead,
tying a turban He came.
Even the fairies bow down to
Him. And the moon has come
out in the sky.
The world searchesfor Him outside, but He has given everyone the slip!
"Let us all go to Sirsa, Kirpal
proclaimed.
Ajaib also sang, "Gracious Sawan has caused the drizzle
to shower.
"

"

Come, let us all have the dar-.
shun of the Radiant Form.
It was a very pleasant occasion, and
most fortunate were those souls who
got the blessed opportunity to sit at
the feet of Lord Sawan. When Sawan
used to laugh, it would seem as if
His whole body was laughing. And
just like a mother explains to her
child, giving so many different examples, in the same way, He used to
give the examples to make us understand things. He knew many idioms, many sayings, many examples
which we usually use in our routine
life. He would use them to explain
the teachings of this Path in a very
humorous way. So using the examples of the world, and telling us in
the form of the jokes, He explained
to us the teachings of the Path.
So laughing like that, smiling like
that, Lord Sawan gave us an imrnortal gift in the Form of Lord Kirpal.
He had a white beard; He had a broad
face, and He was a gentleman Master. He was so gentlemanly that He
would not let anything stain His
white clothes. Just as His clothes
were always very white, very pure,
in the same way, in His within also,
He was very pure and holy.
Always in the Satsang, He would
come and say, "Do not understand
me as someone else's, or do not understand me as a stranger; I am your
very own." And the loving way in
which He would say this would touch
the heart of the dear ones. He had so
4

much sympathy for everyone, and
then people would wonder how is it
possible that He has sympathy for
everyone alike. Just as outside, His
words were full of sympathy, in the
within also, He had sympathy for
everyone.
Why do we need a living Master
in the Path of Spirituality, in order
to realize God Almighty? The perfect Master, after doing the meditation, and doing the practices, becomes one with God Almighty,
becomes the Form of God Almighty.
All the Holy Scriptures bear this witness: they all say that there is no
difference between the perfect Master and God Almighty.
How can the soul who is imprisoned in this cage make the connection with God Almighty, until that
God Almighty comes onto the same
level, on the same plane, as the soul
is functioning?
So God Almighty assumes the
human form, the same form in which
the soul is imprisoned. And through
His Real Form, the Real Form of
the Shabd, He encourages and creates the yearning within the soul to
return to her Real Home and takes
the soul back to her Eternal Home.
Mahatma Ravi Das Ji has said,
"Accept being cut into pieces using
a saw, but do not accept the belief
that there is any difference between
God and the Master."
The sight or the vision of the
perfect Master is the same as the
swan. Just as the swan has his
SANT BANI

quality of differentiating and separating the water from the milk, in
the same way, the perfect Masters
have this discriminative intellect;
They have this discriminative power. And through that, They can easily differentiate and separate the pleasures of the world from the devotion
of God Almighty. Since He Himself
separates the worldly pleasures from
the devotion of Lord, that is why He
so lovingly explains to us, "Dear
children, do not drink the pleasures
of this world; instead drink the nectar of Naam, which is within you."
We feel embarrassment going to
the perfect Master. But on the other
side, we go on reading the Vedas
and the other holy scriptures. LeavNovember 1995

ing our children behind, we go into
the forests and the wilderness. We
even get our ears pierced and we
become like renunciates.
The happiness which one gets by
meeting the perfect Master, and the
intoxication which our soul gets
when she meets the perfect Master
cannot be described in words. Because God Almighty resides within
us, and the perfect Master tells us
about the way in which we can go
back and realize God Almighty. Not
only does He tell us about that Path,
but connecting us with His Eternal
Form, with the Shabd Form, He takes
us to our Real Home.
A perfect Master doesn't do the
devotion of hypocrisy, nor does He

teach His disciples to do the devotion of hypocrisy. He doesn't criticize anyone, nor does He burden
Himself with the dirt or the criticism. He doesn't do any publicity or
propaganda to attract the people.
Once when Lord Kirpal went to
Sri Gunga Nagar, the organizers who
were organizing that program put up
posters with Master Kirpal Singh's
big pictures. And they did so many
other kinds of publicities also, looking at which Master Kirpal Singh
became upset. He showed His displeasure and He said, "Is the Naam
a berry that you are trying to sell?"
You know that if you find a diamond you try to hide it very much.
You don't even want to tell your
children, because it is very precious,
very valuable. You love your wife
very much, but still you don't want
to share that diamond with her, you
don't want to tell her that you have
found the diamond. Naam is as precious, or even more precious than
the diamond. The diamond has some
definite value, but Naam is invaluable. So just as when you find the
diamond, you preserve it, you hide
it, you protect it very much; in
the same way, Naam, which is even
more valuable than the diamond,
don't we need to preserve and hide
it very much?
Once Master Sawan Singh Ji went
to the city to Ahbedabad, which is
now in Pakistan. The dear ones there
asked Master Sawan Singh about
making announcements, or publici6

ty in the city. Master Sawan Singh
said, "Why do you have to worry
about making announcements and
making the publicity? Why don't you
just go and make arrangements for
the Satsang?"
The people who used to oppose
Master Sawan Singh, His critics,
they put loudspeakers on a jeep and
they went around the city letting people know, "The Guru of the Radha
Soamis has come. Don't go to see
him because he has magic in his
eyes. If you look in his eyes, you
will become his, so don't go to him."
So when they went by the house
where Baba Sawan Singh was staying, Master Sawan Singh asked his
dear ones, "Don't you see that they
are doing your work?" So the critics
of the perfect Masters are the ones
who do Their publicity. Just as the
thieves have always been chasing
after the rich people, in the same
way, the critics have always been
after the perfect Masters. It is nothing new. It has been happening since
the very beginning. Always the critics have been doing the work of the
perfect Masters.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"The fortunate ones get to go in the
company of the perfect Masters,
whereas the unfortunate ones always
get the beating." So when it is decided in the Court of God that such
and such a person will get the Naam
Initiation and will obtain the liberation, how can he be stopped, or how
can he not go to the perfect Master?
SANT BANI

The unfortunate one does not
meet the Master, even if he sits with
the Master or lives close to the Master. If we do not have good fortune,
if it is not written in our destiny, we
will never get the understanding of
how precious the Master is. Even if
He lives in our neighborhood, even
if He is born in our home, still we
will never get the understanding of
how valuable, how precious the Master is.
The jiva is blind, and God is the
One Who can see. When God Almighty wants to make someone who
can see, He Himself brings him to
the perfect Master. Master lit up the
lamp of Naam within the blind one,
and removed the darkness of ignorance from his within, and he is able
to have the darshan of Beloved God
who is sitting within him.
The ignorant jivas do not know
how vast, how big is this ocean of
life. Even the great rishis and munis
trembled when they looked at this
vast ocean of life. And, in order to
be saved from crossing this ocean of
life, they went into the wilderness.
They gave so much hardship and
suffering to their body - they
emaciated their body by doing the
practices. Dear ones, it is due to the
grace of our beloved Masters that
They put us, the jivas on the ship
of Naam.

He who is a fortunate one meditates on the Naam of the
Lord.
November 1995

Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj glorifies
the importance of the Master. He
says that if we have very good fortune, then the desire to seek refuge
at the feet of the Master is created
within us. If we have even more good
fortune, then the desire to receive
the Initiation and do the meditation
of the Naam is created within us.

By meditating on the Naam,
one gets happiness and gets
absorbed in the Naam of the
Lord.
Now He lovingly says that by meditating on Naam, the Naam gets manifested within us. In Naam lies the
happiness and peace. And then the
Sant Satgurus tell us, "By doing the
meditation of Naam you get the reward of doing all the practices."
When we are doing the Simran given to us by the Master all the time
with our tongue, day and night,
whether we are sleeping or awake,
what higher karma can there be than
doing the Simran?
When, by doing the Simran and
vacating the nine openings of the
body and rising above the body consciousness, and after crossing the
stars, moon and sun, when we manifest the Radiant Form of the Master
within us, we take along with us, we
keep that Form of the Master with
us, with our every single breath, all
the time. What more tapa * can there

* Austerity
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be than doing the Simran and manifesting the Form of the Master within us?
When, day and night, going within, when we are listening to the limitless Shabd, and giving up the
drinks of the worldly pleasures, we
are drinking the nectar of the Naam,
dear ones, which renunciation can
be more effective than this one?
Neither do we have to give up
our homes and families, nor do we
have to go into the forest and the
wilderness. We don't have to change
our appearance or take on the disguises; we don't even have to get
our ears pierced. While attending to
the worldly responsibilities which we
have, just by devoting two or three
hours every day, getting up in the
morning and devoting two or three
hours every day, and doing the practices taught to us by our Master, we
can easily go back to our Real Home.

Master, devotion of God Almighty,
is the only devotion which makes us
free from the bond of this body.
The devotion of the Master is not a
very small thing. Lovingly He says,
"0 Prani, 0 Soul, how can you do the
devotion of the Master when even
Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh did not
get to do the devotion of the Master.
Brahma is the god who creates the
bodies, and Vishnu is the one who
sustains them, and Mahesh is the one
who destroys the bodies. Even those
gods yearned to get the devotion of
the Master but still they did not get it,
so how can we, the poor souls, hope
to do the devotion of the Master? It is
only due to the grace of Kirpal, that
merciful one, that gracious one, that
whenever He comes into His force,
whenever He becomes gracious, He
assumes the human form. He comes
to us and He connects us with the
Shabd and makes us do His devotion.

0 Dear One, do the devotion
of the Gurumukh,
0 Dear One, do the devotion
of the Gurumukh.

[By meditating on Naam] the
within is enlightened, one
gets attuned to the Path and
gets absorbed in the Naam
of the Lord.

Now Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj says
that, any way, we all do the devotion. Someone does the devotion of
the maya, someone does the devotion of the children, someone does
the devotion of the family, and someone does the devotion of the worldly things. All these devotions are the
devotions which bring us back into
this world. Devotion of the perfect
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Lovingly He says that no Mahatma
ever comes to give us the blind faith.
On the very first day, according to
our karmas, He gives us the Light
and the Sound. Hundreds of people
who get the Initiation together, they
all get the experiences of the Light
and Sound according to their own
receptivity and their karmas. Master
9

Sawan Singh Ji used to say that not
even the husband and wife get the
same kind of experience because it
all depends upon one's karma and
receptivity.
The perfect Master installs the lamp
of the Naam within us and removes
the darkness of ignorance, and in that
light we complete our journey.
In ground which is ready, you
only need to sow the seed, and the
plants will grow very easily and
quickly. But if the ground is not yet
ready, first you have to prepare it
before you can sow the seeds in it.
In the same way, the souls who are
loving and those who come with full
preparation, it doesn't take much
time for them to get the experiences,
and they then develop and they
progress in the meditation.
Those who do not do the meditation after returning to their homes,
those who do not maintain the diary,
those who do not maintain any regularity in the meditation, whenever they come in the presence of
the Master and do the meditation,
and when with the grace of the Master they get the high experiences,
then their mind plays a trick on them.
Now the dear ones don't get any time
to tell me about their experiences.
But, when we started this Tour, many
dear ones came to me and they told
me about their high experiences
when they came and sat in the meditation with me. But after saying all
their experiences, they ask me, "Is
this our mind? Is this the imagina-

tion of our mind or is it real?" So
dear ones, the Master showers grace
upon you and you get the experiences. But mind plays a trick on you,
and he makes you think that it is
your imagination, and he plunders
the grace which Master gives you.
The ocean is full of pearls,
diamonds and rubies.

Now He lovingly says that this body
is a very big ocean. And Naam is
the pearl in this body. With the grace
of the Master, you can dive into this
ocean and you can obtain that pearl
of Naam.
Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj very
lovingly tells us that the pearls, the
rubies, the diamonds can be valued,
but Naam is invaluable. There is no
value of Naam. Guru Arjan Dev .Ti
Maharaj says, "In your home, there
are many rubies, diamonds and jewels, but because of the illusions created by the mind, you are not able
to receive them."
Whoever is fortunate and has
it written in his destiny
takes (the precious stones)
out, by following the Path
of the Master.
The Master takes out the
pearls and diamonds of the
Naam of the Lord andplacing them in His palm makes
you see them.

The bani of the Masters is written in
SANT BANI

such a way that in one line there is a
question, and in the following line
there is the answer to this question.
In the above lines, Guru Sahib said
that in your within, there are many
diamonds, rubies and jewels. And on
this line He further explains. He says,
"I am referring to Naam as the jewels, rubies and diamonds. Naam is
very precious, and He is within your
body." Those who go to the perfect
Masters and obey Their commandments, those who withdraw from the
pleasures of the world, those who
detach themselves from those things
of the world and come closer to the
feet of the Master, and do His devotion - to them the Master hands
over the ruby of the Naam. He says,
"This belongs to you and you can
have it!"
In the book written by Mr. Oberoi, you can read the stories of Bhai
Sunder Das. He was a very great
meditator. He used to go within; and
I meditated a lot with him. There is
a story of his experience with Beloved Master Kirpal in which it is
said that Master Kirpal asked him,
"Tell me what you have seen inside."
So he replied, "Everything else is
all right. I have had the darshan of
all the Saints and the Masters, except for Bikha Sahib and Sannad."
So Master Kirpal graciously told
him to sit in the meditation and look
within, and with the grace of God
Almighty Kirpal, he was able to have
the darshan of Bikha Sahib and Sarmad. This was not an imagination;
November 1995

this was a Reality. Since he used to
go within, he had the darshan of the
other Saints and the Masters. That is
why, when he was taken inside once
again by Master Kirpal and was
made to have the darshan of Bikha
Sahib and Sarmad, only then he reported that he had the darshan.
Those who always go within and
see the things inside, they can tell
us what the things inside are and
they can tell us what they have
seen. But those who did not meditate, if sometimes they meditate and
go within, even after they have seen
some things inside, they will say,
"No, they didn't see anything; it was
just the imagination," or a trick of
the mind. Those Beloveds of God
come to make us see, if there is anyone who is able to see. Because in
order to see we have to make our
eyes.
In the same way, once when Master Sawan Singh went to a place
called Tousaura, one priest of a temple came. He was a very tall, big
person. And he came and he told
Master Sawan Singh, "You Sadhus
always lie, you always say that you
have seen God. But up until now no
one has seen God. Have you seen
God?"
So Master Sawan Singh said,
"Yes, I have seen God and I can
show you God." He said, "Come, I
will stop the Satsang now, I will have
my lunch later on, and first I will
show you God." But it was not in
his fate to see God. That is why he
11

did not stay there and he did not see
God, even though Master Sawan
Singh had offered to show him God.
In the same way, when I went to
Vancouver for the first time, one
Sikh dear one came to me, and he
asked me if I had seen God. I told
him that I was not able to see God
myself. It was the grace of Lord Almighty Kirpal that He showed me
God. And with His permission, I can
show you God. But whose fate could
the dear one bring? It was not in his
destiny, so he did not come back to
me. Even though I have been to Vancouver so many times since then, still
I haven't seen his face again.
So the Masters come in this world
to show us God. But if we do not
have it written in our fate, in our
destiny, if we do not have the good
karmas, how can we see God? So
the same thing Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj is saying here, that if someone
comes to the Master with a vast heart
- with a big heart - and fully prepared for seeing God, and with his
eyes made, Masters are always ready
to show him God.

mighty is very thick, and unless we
remove that, unless we lift that up,
we cannot see Him.
The unfortunate manmukh does
not take (asfor him) it is hidden behind the veil.

It is like if there are a million rupees
covered under a thin sheet and we
don't know about it. But if someone
comes and lifts or removes that sheet
and makes us the owner of that treasure - before he removes that, if we
are begging for pennies outside and if
we are living a miserable life, but if
suppose someone comes and if he
makes us have that treasure, we will
become grateful, or we will express
our gratitude to the person who helps
us to become rich. In the same way,
even though God Almighty was
present within us, but since He was
hidden behind the veil of the mind,
and being separated from God Almighty sometimes we became the ant,
sometimes we became the animals,
sometimes we took birth here or there,
and in that way we went on suffering.
The Master came and He removed that
veil and He showed us our beloved
The unfortunate manmukh does
God who was very much within us.
not take (asfor him) it is hidThat is why we always go on thankden behind the veil.
ing our beloved Master; we are alNow Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj says, ways gratehl to Him.
"Whose fate can the jiva have?" God
Satguru involves him in His
Almighty is like a huge mountain.
seva only f i t is written in
But He is hidden behind a very thin
his destiny from the Eterstraw of our attachment. The veil
nal
Home.
which separates us from God Al12
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Now Guru Ramdas Ji says that God
has made this law, that if it is written in our forehead, if it is written in
our destiny, and we have good fate,
only then do we get the opportunity
to do the seva of the Master, to come
to the Master and do His devotion.
Nanak says, "One gets the
pearls and diamonds.
Hail! Hail the Path of the
Masters - one realizes the
Lord.
"

Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"What reward do we get by doing
the seva of the Master?" We get that
Light manifested within us, and the
darkness of ignorance is removed
from within. We get the company of
the perfect Master, we get the op-
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portunity of doing the seva of the
Master, only if God Almighty writes
that in our destiny.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"If it were in our hands, why would
we have been separated from you?"
He says, "0 Lord, if it was in our
own hands to make the union with
You, why did we get separated from
You? Up until now we have gone in
so many different bodies; so many
ages have passed since we have been
separated from You, and we have
cried a lot in Your separation. If it
was in our hands, why did we let
this happen?"
So we should also thank the Master, who is a Form of God, Who has
given us the gift of the devotion,
and has allowed us the opportunities
to do the devotion.

13

Only Remember Your Purpose
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

I[

n the name of Lords Sawan and
Kirpal I welcome all the dear
ones who have come here to attend
this program. Again and again, millions of times, I bow down and am
grateful to those great personalities,
those great Lords, Sawan and Kirpal, Who showered so much grace
upon us, giving us Their devotion
and the opportunity to do Their devotion.
All the Mahatmas whose inner
eyes were open, those who saw
God Almighty all said, "Look here,
God Almighty has created everyone,
all of the creatures, He has created
everything. And only in His Will
has He attached or employed those
creatures to do the work which He
found suitable for them."
For whomever He wishes, He
makes him do the devotion. He puts
him on the Path of devotion. And
for those whom He doesn't wish to
do the devotion of God, He does not
put them on the Path of devotion.
Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"0Lord, You Yourself have created
all the creatures, all the beings. You

have employed them, You have attached them to their places, to the
worlds which You wished for them.
He who is made to forget by You,
forgets You and only those who are
awakened by You, remember You."
It is only on the level of our mind
and intellect that we think that we
have made the efforts and we have
come here. But no, dear ones, it is
not like that. He Himself turned the
key and He Himself created the desire within us to do His devotion.
He showered His grace upon us. He
made us meet the Master and the
Master inspired us to do His devotion.
I hope that whatever opportunity
you have got to come here, whatever time you have over here, you
will think only about the Master and
how to receive the grace from the
Master.
When we do the Bhajan and
Simran and do not progress inwardly, then the yearning to have
the darshan of the Master within is
created. That yearning to have the
darshan of the Master internally removes the haziness of our sins which
This greeting talk was given on Octo- has been formed because of our sins.
ber 31, 1995, at the S.K.A. Retreat,
When the true love and yearning
near Sampla, India.
for the Master is created within us
SANT BANI

then the Master takes us in the inner
planes; after making us cross the
planes, one after another, He takes
us to our Real Home.
Until the true love for the Master
is created within us, we cannot remove the love for the world from
our within; we cannot withdraw
from the thoughts of the love of the
world.
So I hope that in this opportunity
which you have got, in this you
will remember Lord Kirpal with
your mind and your body and will
spend the time in His remembrance
wholeheartedly.
I am very sorry that because of
the change of the dates in this program* many dear ones had a lot of
difficulty in changing their tickets.
But there is a saying in the Punjab,
"Once you reach your destination,
you forget all the hardships which
you have had on the way." So now
when you are here you should not
worry or remember all the problems
which you might have had, all the
difficulties that you may have gone
through. You should only remember
the purpose for which you have come
here.
This is a reality: If it was not the
grace of Lords Sawan and Kirpal,
what I have seen after coming here,

the water all around, it is possible
that if They had not showered grace
upon us, we would not have had the
program in the whole year.
You know that Pappu is the son
of a business man and if the water
had entered this house he would have
lost his heart.
So I am grateful to Lords Sawan
and Kirpal millions of times. Again
and again I am thankful to Them
that the water didn't come here.

The program which we will follow is like this: Every morning, just
as in Rajasthan we will ring the bell
at three o'clock and you should meditate from three to six. This place is
available, or if you want you can
meditate in your rooms. Tea will be
served at six o'clock. The morning
meditation with Sant Ji will be from
seven to eight over here. After the
morning meditation, breakfast will
be served and you have free time
until eleven o'clock. Then from eleven to twelve-fifty you should once
again meditate. At twelve-fifty the
lunch will be served. The afternoon
tea will be served at three o'clock.
The afternoon meditation with Sant
Ji will be from three-thirty to fourthirty and the evening Satsang will
be at five o'clock. After the evening
* Due to heavy rains and flooding in Sep- Satsang dinner will be served. Every
tember, the start of the program was de- day from nine-thirty Sant Ji will be
layed two-and-a-half weeks.
seeing people for interviews.
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1966 Christmas & New Year Message
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
This year is going out and the New Year will soon be
ushered in. The present year is gone old. Let it depart.
You need not worry. It had been lund to you, not s o
kind a s it should have been, but God willed it so.
However, you must strive to be different from what

you are during the present year. Strive to reach Him: be
a true devotee, crave for blessings from the Almighty
and pray for His mercy. Promise unto Him that you will
go up the Divine Path at any cost and nothing shall
deter you from achieving this object.
The New Year will be happy for you if you do not
waver in the Divine Path or slacken your pace therein.
Remain firm and go ahead, caring for none and heeding
none except the One - the Master. Follow your Master
with full faith embedded in your heart. If the faith in the
Guru dims, the disciple falters and falls. Faith carries
him forward in the regions which are otherwise impossible of traversing.
This New Year means a new life to m e and those who
are attached to m e in the noble cause of God. In this
period w e have to make sacrifices which alone lead to
Bhakti. These sacrifices will be of one's low desires:
hatred, ill-will, malice, name and fame, pride and egoistic
life. Unless w e are ourselves symbols of sacrifices, w e
cannot advance any further in the Divine Path. Without
sacrificing all that w e have, how can w e reach His
Bhakti?
New Year has come. Be new, leave the sloth of the
old. Implicitly follow what is required of you. You failed
to do so this year and you suffered. The mistakes are
16
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not to be repeated.
A central place of worship should be established in
the East and West of U.S.A. and everywhere, where the
refreshing waters of Naam may rain forth to soothe the
lacerated hearts of thousands and thousands of the
grief-stricken human beings. They are unhappy because
they are drifting away from Him ever more. Blessed are
they who are chosen in the set-up of Master's work.
The Christmas and New Year is starting with happy
congratulations. May your life be devoted to the service
of the Lord and the Guru. May your body and mind get
imbued with intense love for the Beloved.
The teachings of the Masters have been:
1 . "He who loveth not his brother abideth in death."
2 . "My children; let us not love in word, neither in
tongue but in deed and in truth."
3 . "Beloved; let us love one another (especially
those who are linked with the silken bonds of
love of true brotherhood at the feet of the Master) for love is God and everyone that loveth is
born of God and knoweth God."
4."He that loveth not knoweth not God, for God is
love ."
5. "God is love. And h e that dwelleth in love.
dwelleth in God and God in him."
The law of the Kingdom is love. The entire code of
conduct of one who belongs to the Kingdom may
be summed up in two thoughts: ( 1 ) Love of God, and
(2)Love of man. Let us live a new life of peace, harmony, and love. The essence of religion is love, peace,
humility, service and sympathy. Love all - not merely
your relatives and friends. Love the sinner too. Bless
them that curse you. Pray like Guru Nanak:
"Peace be unto all the world over under Thy Will, 0
God."

December 5 .
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Again and Again Be Grateful
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

B

things they owned, what things they
relied upon in this world. So first
Hazrat Omar stood up and he took
one hour to list all the things that he
had. He went on counting how many
camels he had, his sons, daughters,
and all the physical wealth, all his
belongings. Afterward, Hazrat Alli
came up and he said, "I have only
God and You. I have not seen God,
but I have seen You, so I have only
Your support."
If we tell our daughter, "You must
give up your love or attachment to
your brothers, sisters, your parents,
then we will get you married." No
matter if she goes on making the
efforts all her life long, she will not
be able to give up the attachment,
the love she has for her brothers and
sisters. But when we marry her off
then she gets in love with her husband and then the love which she
had for her brothers and sisters and
the other people just becomes temporary, because her true love is only
at the feet of her husband.
In the same way, when giving up
the thoughts of the world we form
the firm relationship with the Master then all the worldly fantasies, all
This meditation talk was given Septhe worldly pleasures and passions,
tember 5, 1995, in Ahmedabad, India.
and all the expectations and desires,

alutations unto the feet of Supreme Fathers Almighty Lords
Sawan and Kirpal Who graciously
have given us the donation of Their
devotion, the gift of Their devotion
and have graciously allowed us the
opportunities to do Their devotion.
We the social beings, after corning into this world, get tied with the
attachments of this world so much
so that we all seek the support of
each other. To survive in this world
the mother seeks the support of the
son. She expects that when the son
will grow up he will earn and will
feed her. In the same way, the son
also seeks the support of the mother. The father seeks the support of
the son and the son also relies on
the father very much. In this way
we all rely and seek the support of
each other. But when we give up the
support of the world and seek only
one support of God Almighty, that
support is the more solid one and
that support is such that it does not
contain any self-interest. It is a selfless interest, a selfless support.
One day Prophet Mohammed
asked His disciples to tell Him what
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run away from our within.
So just as this dear one was singing the bhajan, "0 Lord Kirpal, We
have only Your support. We only
rely on You." So we should also devote ourselves to Him.
For twenty-five years Lord Kirpal wholeheartedly, with gracious
heart, went on saying that there is
no problem with the giver. The question is about our receptivity, about
the receiver, about how much and
what kind of vessel we have made.
So according to the vessels made by
the dear ones, according to their feelings and their attitudes that Giver
gave us the things.
I have often told you about the
first meeting I had with Beloved
Lord Kirpal. At that time I told Him
that from my childhood my brain,
my mind was empty, and I do not
know what I should ask from You.
"I don't ask anything of this world
from You, neither do I ask for any
son, nor do I ask for any milk or any
worldly possessions, I only seek your
support."
This is a reality that at that time
my Beloved Master embraced me.
The people who witnessed that are
still alive and they came and they
rubbed their body against my body
and they sang this hymn. They said,
"Fortunate are those souls, fortunate
are the jivas, who are embraced by
the Master."
But what is our condition? Our
condition is like what Bulleh Shah
said, "That on one side, we are crav-
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ing the love of the Master, but on
the other side we are not ready to
give up the rites and rituals and the
things of this world." We have put
both our feet into two different boats.
Dear ones, he who tries to climb two
different horses can never reach his
destination.
Russell Perkins is present in this
group. In the beginning when the
dear ones started coming to me, I
told them that I caught only the Master. I neither caught the Sound nor I
caught the Light, I only caught the
Master. And with firm determination I was able to tell everyone in
this world that I have neither seen
Sat Naam nor do I believe in Sat
Naam, nor have I seen any Rahim or
Allah. I have seen only my Master
and I have caught hold of only my
Master.
I had difficulty when people
would tell me that they see either
the violet light or the golden light.
Some people would say that they
don't see any light at all or they only
hear the sound. So when they would
talk about all these lights and sound
then I would find it very difficult.
I would wonder why they are saying
these things, because I did not bother for all these things, I only caught
hold of my Master. So Russell Perkins laughed and said, "Yes, we have
to take all these dear ones also along
with us."
Master used to tell a story about
a man who fell in the well and there
was a passerby who felt sympathy
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for him. So he lowered a rope so
that the person in the well could hold
onto that and come out. But instead
of holding that rope and coming out,
he started asking questions to that
person who was trying to help him
out. He asked him, "Why did I fall
into this well? Why has this thing
happened? Has anyone else fallen
into this well before?" He went on
asking questions. So the dear one
who was trying to help him out said,
"Well, why don't you just catch hold
of the rope and come out, and then
you can ask me any questions you
want. But he was not a wise person
so he went on asking questions. It
became too much, so that person
who was trying to help him out got
tired. Finally when the man in the
well asked, "Tell me, how many people will fit in this well?" He just left
the rope saying, "Many fools like
you will fit in this well."
So dear ones, what should we do?
First of all, we should do whatever

Master is telling us to do. He tells
us first do the Simran. Withdraw
your attention from all the outer
things, vacate the nine openings of
your body, come to the Eye Center,
and reach the place where the Master is present. Once you reach that
place, then you can ask any amount
of questions, any number of questions to the Master. He will be very
happy to answer all your questions.
But first you should do what your
Master is asking you to do.
So dear ones, again and again,
we should be grateful to Him, we
should be thankful to Him that He
has given us the Naam. He has given us the opportunities to do His devotion. There is no way we can pay
off or we can pay back what He has
done for us.
So everyday, before you sit in the
meditation, remember the Five Sacred Names and then close your eyes
and start doing your Simran.
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Sawan Sawan Duniya Kehendi
Sawan Sawan duniya kehendi mai odi mastani
Hansda hansda de gya mainu Kirpal amar nishani (2x)
Sawan Sawan duniya kehendi
The world calls H i m Sawan. I am His intoxicated one.
Very happily He gave me the gift of immortal Kirpal.

Jad da Sawan najari aaya palka vich lukaya
Aje tak na bhul hi sakaya jyo Sawan muskaya (2x)
Sawan pyara, Sawan sohna (2x) Sawan dilbar jani
Since I saw Sawan I have hidden Him in my eyes.
I have never forgotten the way Sawan smiled.
Sawan is beloved. Sawan is beautiful. Sawan is the owner of my heart.

0 si eyk nurani chehera ankha vich samaya
Choj nirali shan nirali aje samajh na aaya (2x)
Nit hi rova, nit hi gava (2x) Log kahen divani
He was the Radiant Form Who lives in the eyes.
His style was unique. His glory was unique. Still I have not understood.
Every day I cry. Every day I sing. People call me mad.

Chitti dari choda mattha pagri ban saj aaya
Pariya tak onu sajde kar diya chan vi ambar chad aaya (2x)
Duniya onu bahar labhdi (2x) De gya kite jhakani
White beard, broad forehead, tying a turban He came.
Even the fairies bow down to Him. And the moon has come out in the sky.
The world searches for Him outside, but He has given everyone the slip!

Chalo ni saiyo Sirsa nu chaliye Kirpal ne hoka laya
Sawan dyalu ne rimjim lai Ajaib ne vi gaya (2x)
Aavo sab hi darshan kariye (2x) 0 surat nurani
"Let us all go to Sirsa," Kirpal proclaimed.
Ajaib also sang, "Gracious Sawan has caused the drizzle to shower."
Come, let us all have the darshan of the Radiant Form.
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The Most Beautiful One
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

P

alutations unto the Feet of Supreme Fathers Almighty Lords
Sawan and Kirpal Who showering
Their limitless grace upon us have
allowed us to sing Their Glory.
Could you tell us the difference between the mission of the Master and
an avatar's mission?

This is always said in the Satsang
and you can satisfy yourself by reading the book Sukhmani Sahib [The
Jewel of Happiness]. The avatars
come from Brahm whereas the Saints
come from Sat Lok. Brahm is the
second plane and Sat Lok is the fifth
plane from where the Saints come.
You read the book Anurag Sagar
[The Ocean of Love] in which Kabir
Sahib has very lovingly explained
how the Negative Power first did the
devotion of God Almighty, Sat Purush, and how Sat Purush became
pleased with Him and gave Him all
the things to create His own kingdom, to create His own world and
how He has created this whole kingdom and how He is taking care of it.
This question and answer talk was given November 3, 1995, at the S.K.A.
Retreat, near Sampla, India.

The Age of Kal or the Negative
Power comes always towards the end
of the Ages. The mathematicians
who have estimated, and those who
know about, the life of the Ages,
they know that after the Golden Age
comes the Silver Age which is followed by the Copper Age and finally the Iron Age comes. So the
period of Kal or the Negative Power always comes at the end of this
cycle. Negative Power is the avatar of Brahm and He comes from
Brahrn. Those who are below Brahm,
those who have not yet transcended
Brahm, come into this world again
and again. They take the births and
they die. According to their deeds,
according to their karmas, they keep
coming into this world again and
again. When the Negative Power
comes as a form of Brahm, as the
avatar of Brahm, He performs the
miracles to attract the souls, to keep
the souls under His domain. This is
the reason why the people expect
the Param Sants to perform miracles
also, like the Negative Power does.
But They cannot do that even though
it is a child's play for Them. Kabir
Sahib has very clearly written about
this in His writings and also Master
Sawan Singh Ji used to say, "If the
SANT BANI

Master gives eyes to one person,
the whole district, the whole street,
would come to the Master." If They
were to give legs to the crippled
ones, the whole country would follow the Masters. For Them it is a
very little thing to do but They do
not do that. Because when the souls
were given to the Negative Power,
at that time the Negative Power
made Sat Purush make some promises.
The first promise was that wherever the souls are born they should
remain content. Whether they are in
the body of an animal or a human
being they should not feel like leaving that body; they should remain
attached to that, they should always
be content with that. This is the reaNovember 1995

son why no one wants to leave this
world no matter how much suffering he is getting.
The second promise was that no
one should have any knowledge of
his previous birth. No one should
know on account of which karma he
is getting the suffering of the present
time.
The third promise was that the
Masters should not perform any miracles [to attract the souls. And] They
should liberate the souls only after
making them do the devotion of
Naam.
These are the four promises that
Negative Power got from Sat Purush.
But the perfect Master, Sat Purush,
also had one promise from Negative
Power and that was that, "The souls

who are Initiated by the Perfect Master will never be sent to the hells. If
by any reason a soul initiated by the
perfect Masters is sent to the hells,
the Masters would go there to liberate that soul. And when They go to
the hell to liberate that particular
soul, the Negative Power will have
to empty all the hells, He will have
to free all the souls that He has captured in hell."
According to the Hindu Shastras
there are twenty-four avatars, but in
the eyes of the people the recognition has been received by only two
main ones, Rama and Krishna.
Sugriv's wife was kidnapped by
his own brother Bali. Lust is such
a thing that a person forgets the
relationship and being blinded by
lust he goes to any extent to do bad
things. So Bali had kidnapped his
own brother Sugriv's wife. Sugriv
went many times to fight with Bali
to get his wife back, but since Bali
had performed many austerities,
many tapas, he had gotten boons.
One of the boons was that if anyone
came to fight with him Bali would
get half of his opponent's strength
just by looking at him. So whenever
Sugriv would go to fight with Bali
he would come back defeated because Bali would get half of his
strength and Bali himself was already very powerful.
Sugriv took refuge at the feet of
Ram Chandra and Rama, being the
avatar of Brahm, knew the secret of
Bali's success. So through deception
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Ram Chandra killed Bali. He hid
himself behind a tree so that Bali
could not see him and from there he
shot an arrow into Bali's chest and
that was the end of Bali. Before Bali
left the body he told Ram Chandra,
"You are such a big avatar, but still
you have killed me through deception, and you will have to pay for
this karma."
In order to pay that karma back
Ram Chandra, Lord Rama, came
back as Krishna, and Bali was born
as a low caste hunter. After the great
battle, once when Krishna was out
in the forest, he was relaxing. Usually the avatars have a star in their
foot; so that star started shining in
the dark, and that hunter saw that
something was shining. He thought
maybe it was the eye of some animal which was shining; so at once
he shot an arrow and he killed Krishna in that way.
Guru Nanak Sahib has written
that, "Krishna was an avatar but still
he had to pay back the karmas. How
could those who rely upon him for
their liberation achieve any liberation from him?" So how are those
who devote themselves to the avatars of Brahm going to get any liberation? Because the avatars are the
owners of that plane, but still they
have to take birth again and again to
pay off the karmas which they have
done.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"The avatars do not know the end.
God Almighty is limitless. He is Par
SANT BANI

Brahm, He is beyond the Brahm."
Bhagat Namdev has written in his
writing how when Ravana kidnapped
Rama's wife Sita, Rama fought a
very big battle with Ravana. He built
one bridge over the ocean and that
has been considered as performing a
miracle. Whenever the avatars come
in this world, even if they do a very
small thing, even if they show a little bit of miracle, the Hindu people
or the people who believe in them,
their devotees exaggerate the doings
of the avatars and they show it off
as if they have done such a big miracle.
When the perfect Masters come
into this world They tell us the reality of the avatars, that they come
from Brahm and they are also involved in the cycle of karmas. Then
the people who believe in the avatars they criticize the Saints and say
that the Saints are criticizing the avatars. It is not true because the Masters never criticize anyone; They just
tell us the reality of the avatars.
Masters tell us, "They come from
the second plane, from Brahm. We
also believe in them, up to Brahm.
You come along with us and we will
go there and see. When we go beyond the Brahm, if there is anything
beyond the Brahm, then you can believe in us, otherwise you can keep
believing in the Brahm." But those
people are not ready to believe what
the Masters have to say. They are
not even ready to go up to Brahm.
Bhagat Namdev says, "The HinNovember 1995

du is blind and the Muslim is oneeyed. Only he is called the gyani
who knows the reality." Further
Bhagat Namdev Ji says, "The Hindus worship the temples, the Muslims worship the mosques. Namdev
neither worships the temples nor
does he go to the mosques; He worships the One who is within him."
Paltu Sahib says, "One goes to
the east, the other goes to the west.
One goes to the temple, the other
goes to the mosque, and they bow
their head over there."
Because in the west there is that
holy tomb of Prophet Mohammed
and most of the Muslims understand
that by visiting that place and going
around that tomb of Prophet Mohammed they will get the liberation. That
is why they don't consider going to
any other place.
The Hindus go to the east and
what is there in the east? There are
the temples filled with idols. Nowadays in every home there are idols,
so they go there and worship those
idols.
So Bhagat Namdev Ji says, "He
who has got the true Naam, the true
knowledge and understanding of the
Naam, from the perfect Masters, they
know about that Form of God which
is the Formless One which is beyond the limit of our mind and intellect. Such a person who has got
that knowledge of the Naam is much
better than both the Hindu or the
Muslim."
In the language of the Saints he
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is not called the gyani who has got
the degree of gyani or who has read
many books or attended many lectures.
I myself have the degree of the
gyani, dear ones. But I did not get
any peace of mind until I went to
Baba Bishan Das and bowed down
at his feet. When I went to Baba
Bishan Das I got a little bit of relief,
a little bit of satisfaction, but real
relief, real satisfaction, came only
when I went and bowed down at the
feet of Lord Almighty Kirpal.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "The real
knowledge, the real understanding,
is the one which knows about the
Limitless and Unsung Melody."
Who is the gyani? He is the gyani
who goes and merges into that
Divine Melody, into that Limitless
Melody.
Guru Arjan Dev Sahib says, "He
is the true gyani whose light of the
soul has gone and become one in
the Light of the Oversoul."
Mahatma Dhanidas says, "We do
not call him as pundit who reads the
stories from the book and makes the
other people hear it. He who reads
and adapts what he has read in his
own life is a real pundit."
Saints never criticize the avatars.
They don't even criticize the Vedas
and the other scriptures. But They tell
us about their real value. We know
that a hundredpaisa makes one rupee
and if there is anything that has less
value, then They have to tell what the
value of that thing is.
November 199.5

Sant Ji, would you tell us a little
more about the day when you met
Master Kirpal for the Jrst time?
Could you give us more details or
tell us more about your meeting with
Him ?
Well, I am sorry that yesterday the
amplifier, the sound system was not
working so well. That is why, even
though I wanted to tell about that
day in detail, since yesterday we
were commenting on that hymn but
I could not do that. I hope that if at
any other time an opportunity comes
I will tell you in detail about that
pleasant day.
Now I can tell you only this
much: according to the Indian tradition, when a girl gets married she
goes to her husband's house. After
that, when she comes back to her
own home, her friends ask her
about her meeting with her husband,
how it was and all those things?
Then what does she do? She doesn't
say anything, she just feels shy
and smiles, she puts her head down.
What can she talk about? What can
she tell her friends about her meeting, about her union with her husband.
He was the husband of my soul;
what can I tell you about my union,
my meeting with Him? My condition is like what Guru Ramdas Ji
has mentioned in His writing, He
says, "0 Lord, I am Your disciple
and I have fallen at Your feet. I have
taken refuge in You and my soul
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is indulging with the Oversoul and I
am getting so much pleasure and
happiness." The indulgence of the
husband and the wife in this world,
in this physical plane, leaves only
the unrest and dissatisfaction. But
the pleasure which you get when the
soul is meeting with the Oversoul,
that happiness cannot be described.
When our soul goes and meets with
the Shabd, that happiness, that satisfaction that our soul gets cannot be
described outwardly; it is something
worth experiencing yourself.
The stories of the love are untold. You cannot tell the stories
of the love because when the love
comes in your heart your lips close,
you cannot say anything. It is something worth experiencing.
As I have often told you, from
the very beginning, from my very
early childhood, I had been yearning and craving for God Almighty,
even though I do not know since
when I had been craving for Him.
So if you are yearning for something
from your very childhood, and if
you have gone to so many different
places, if you have gone to the jungles, and done so many things to
look for that thing which you are
craving since your childhood - if
that person appears and you meet
Him, just imagine what your condition would be! How can you describe that moment? You will only
be amazed, you will only be surprised, and you will find no words
to describe the meeting, to describe

that moment when you met your
Beloved.
I have written a new bhajan which
has not yet been translated because
Pappu does not have the time to
translate that. Poor Pappu did not
even have time to shave his beard.
Last night when I touched his face
and I told him to shave, only then
did he get his beard shaved.
In that bhajan you will read, you
will consider, you will think upon,
what is written, as Guru Nanak said,
"I have seen with my own eyes that
how my beloved Master is making
the souls sit in His boat and He is
taking them across."
In that bhajan it tells how Master
Kirpal Singh came with the boat, and
how He Himself made the ferryman
take care of that boat and take the
souls across. So dear ones, I have
seen all this with my own eyes so if
you have seen Him coming with the
boat and coming with the sailor and
how He is making the souls go across
this ocean, how can you sing about
Him? How can you tell other people
what He was like? How can he who
has become one with Him sing and
tell the other people who He was?
Everyone looks at the Master with
his own angle of vision, with his own
eyes. So he who has seen Him with
such an eye, and he who has seen
how He came and how He took the
souls across, how can he sing His
glory? Guru Nanak Sahib has also
said, "Whatever feeling, or whatever way of seeing one has, He sees
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the image or the Form of God Almighty accordingly."
Perfect Masters are like the mirror: with whatever feeling we go and
look at Them, we see our own form
in Them. Just as when you go and
stand in front of a mirror, if you are
laughing, you will see yourself
laughing; if you are crying, you will
see yourself crying. If you have
white hair, or black hair, whatever
you are, if you go and stand in front
of the mirror you will see yourself
accordingly. In the same way, with
whatever feeling of devotion you go
and look at the Master, you see the
Form of God, you see the Image of
November 1995

God, in Them according to your own
feelings.
Baba Bishan Das Ji used to call
the mirror as a person who tells you
to your face who you are. You know
that when you go to the mirror and
he tells what you really look like,
you don't get upset at the mirror.
But when we go to the Master, and
whatever feelings we have or whatever we are, our feelings go and
come back to us, and then we realize what we are. But when the Master is making us realize what we are,
then we don't want to accept that.
In the group not everyone goes
back empty-handed. There are many

dear ones amongst you who have
very good experiences, and they tell
me what they saw even during the
Satsang, when they were sitting in
the Satsang. Many dear ones have
wonderful experiences even in the
Satsang and also in the meditation.
But some people who come in the
Satsang and fall asleep right after
coming or those who move here, or
move there, or put their head down,
how are they going to get anything?
One dear one told me about a very
good experience of his on the very
first day that I saw him. It was right
after the first meditation sitting. I
became so pleased to hear that and 1
still have the intoxication of his experience.
I can only tell you that beloved
Master Kirpal was very beautiful, He
was the most beautiful One. I have
never seen anyone as beautiful, or
more beautiful, than He was. You
may say that He had the beard, He
had the moustache, He used to
cough, and He used to lose His
breath when He would speak -dear
ones, everyone has his own way of
looking at Him. He who had seen
His real Form, His inner Form, he

knows that how from every single
cell the light was coming out. How
beautiful He was and how from every single part of His body rays of
light were coming out and attracting
everyone. Once you see that Radiant Form of the Master within, then
you realize that there is no one else
as beautiful as He is.
Regarding the same Form of the
Master, Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj
said, "I am so amazed, I am so overwhelmed, by looking at the Form of
the Master that I wish that I could
have my Master sit in front of me so
that I may go on looking at Him all
the time." He said, "When I am able
to see Him only then I remain in my
senses, otherwise I lose my senses."
I recognized my old friend and I
embrace him, I hold him tightly.
Dear one, if you have the love in
your heart, who doesn't recognize
his friend? The recognition comes if
you have true love for Him.
Breaking all the strings I embraced my beloved; there is no space
left between me and Him. Just like
the sugar and thepatasa become one,
in the same way, I and my beloved
have become one.

1996 CALENDARS AVAILABLE
The calendar features a color portrait of Sant Ajaib Singh Ji, plus the
words (in Hindi script and English) to one of Sant Ji's newest bhajans,
and the twelve months of the year. The calendar is 13 x 20 inches
and printed on heavy, glossy paper. Cost is $4.00 each (shipping
included).
Order from: Sant Bani Ashram, Sanbornton, N.H. 03269
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Seven Paths to Perfection (booklet)
How to Develop Receptivity (booklet)
God Power, Christ Power, Guru Power (booklet)
by Ajaib, Kirpal and other Masters
Songs of the Masters (newly revised, spiral bound edition)
'92 Bhajan Supplement (for use with old bhajan books)
The Message of Love: An Introduction to Sant Mat
New Booklet: The Reality of Drugs and Alcohol
Diary Book: The Self-Introspection Diary (featuring selections from
the writings of Ajaib Singh, Kirpal Singh, & Sawan Singh)
Diary Pages: original form prescribed by Kirpal Singh

10.00
5.00
8.25
10.00
6.00
4.50
6.00
7.00
9.50
1 1.00
1.OO
2.50
2.00
7.00
2.50
2.00
2.00

out of print
no charge

by other Authors
New Book: The Stranger of Galilee, by Russell Perkins
I Never Say Goodbye, by Kim S. Redeen
The Impact of a Saint, by Russell Perkms
Support for the Shaken Sangat, by A. S. Oberoi
Sant Ajaib Singh: A Brief Life Sketch
Servants of God: Lives of the Sikh Gurus, by Jon Engle
Third World Tour of Kirpal Singh (includes the talk "Little, Little Things")
Cooking with Light: Favorite Vegetarian Recipes
A Nutrition Compendium (pamphlet)
Sometimes Heaven Chuckles, by Jack Dokus
The Book of Jonah: Bible text illustrated by Sant Bani School students
Allison's Shadow, by Tracy Leddy
A New Beginning by Gretchen Foy
Tape Catalog - Sant Bani Tape Service

Please add 10% to all orders to cover postage and handling costs. Minimum $2.50

Order from: Sant Bani Ashram, Sanbornton, N.H. 03269, U.S.A

So dear ones, again and again, we should be grateful
to Him, we should be thankful t o Him that He has
given us the Naam. He has given us the opportunities
t o do His devotion. There is no w a y w e can pay off or
we can pay back w h a t He has done for us.

